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Learning Values: Y5    

Nurtured, harmonious, respectful and responsible, 

confidence, reflection, listening.

Science : How do we change with age? 

We will  describe the changes as humans develop to old 

age and the main stages of the human life cycle. 

Will will compare the human gestation length with that 

of other animals and recognise the needs of children at 

different stages of growth.  Will wil also answer the 

following questions:

● Can I explain some of the changes that happen to our 

bodies and emotions during puberty?

● Can I suggest how to keep the body healthy into 

adulthood and old age?

Extended Writing Opportunities Y5

- Letter writing

- Persuasive writing

- Debate writing

- Narrative and storytelling

English Y5 

Core Text: 1001 Arabian Nights

As a link to our History and RE topics, we will

read selected stories from 1001 Arabian Nights.

We will make connections to other stories in 

popular culture and make predictions based on events in the 

stories we read.   Using the text as a stimulus, we will write 

letters in character and use drama techniques to prepare for a 

debate.  We will  write our own stories in the style of 1001 

Arabian Nights. 

Poetry of the British Isles:

We will conclude our year by studying poetry of the British 

Isles, with a focus on William Shakespeare, Robert Burns and 

Walter De La Mare.  We will make comparisons across these 

poems and use our learning as a stimulus for our own poems.

SPAG:

Can I: use the past perfect form?

Can I use brackets, hyphens and commas to indicate 

parenthesis?

Alan Peat Sentence types:

Name – adjective pair – sentences;  Many questions

RRS: Article 2

You should be protected from discrimination

Article 15  You have the right to be with friends

SMSC: 

- Understanding and appreciation of the wide range of  

   cultural influences 

- Showing respect for different faiths and cultural diversity 

    and the extent to which they understand, accept, respect 

    and celebrate diversity.

Maths Y5 : 

Decimals:  We will complete our work on decimals, where we will 

study:

- Multiplying decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000

- Dividing decimals by 10, 100 and 1,000

- Problem solving using decimals

 Geometry:  We will study:

- Various types of Angles

- Accurately using a protractor

- Using a protractor to draw angles

- Calculating angles on a straight line and around a point

- Reflection with coordinates

- Translation with coordinates

Properties of shapes:  We will study:

- We will study parallel and perpendicular lines

- Recognising polygons

- Reasoning about 3D shapes

Measurement:  We will focus on

- Metric units and conversions, including km, m, kg, grams, mm and 

cms

- Imperial units of length, mass and capacity

- Converting units of time

All of our lessons include further challenge and reasoning 

activities to ensure the children consolidate and deepen their 

learning on each topic.



Spanish  - 

Recap key vocabulary and  Learn- some new instruments; more 

adjectives to describe music types; express opinions about types of 

music; talk about what instrument/s an individual knows how to play or 

not

Revise-greetings, dates, weather, seasons, numbers, expressions of 

frequency 

Grammar- express opinions;  use verb: tocar -to play an instrument (in all 

persons) &  'saber-to know’ (1st and 2nd person sg); Use connectives: y, 

pero, sin embargo, porque

PSHE  - We will be looking at relationships 

Can I  evaluate what makes a good friend?

Can I understand what emotions our family can experience?

Can I explain some of the changes that happen to our bodies and 

emotions during puberty? (linked with science)

Can I explain why children have rights and name some of them?

Am I aware of what dementia is and how that can affect people 

and family relationships? (link with science)

RRS: Article 1 and 42 Everyone under 18 has these rights, all 

adults and children should know about the UNCRC. 

SMSC:  understanding British values of democracy, the rule of 

law, individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of  

others. 

History: How has Islam shaped the world?

This term we will be looking at the Early Islamic Civilization and 

studying the reasons behind its growth from the 9th - 12th 

Century and the important cultural, educational and historical 

effects on modern day society.

We will explore:

- Why was it  important to study Islam in the 10th Century?

- How did Islam spread so far and so quickly

- What can we learn about Islam from the way they set up the 

capital at Baghdad?

- What was so special about Baghdad and how do we know? 

- To learn how amazing daily life was for rich people in Islamic cities.

- Which of the early Islamic achievements has had most effect 

on our lives today?

SMSC: 

understanding and appreciation of the wide range of cultural 

influences that have shaped  own heritage and those of others

RE - What happens in a Mosque? 

In this unit, we will will  learn about 

the place of the mosque in Islamic religious practice 

and communal life.

Can I name the key features of a mosque?

Can I explain how a mosque is used for prayer?

Can I explain the functions of a mosque other than 

prayer?

RRS: Article 14 You have the right to think what you 

like and be whatever religion you want to be, with your 

parents’ guidance.

SMSC:  to understand and  show respect for different 

faiths and cultural diversity to celebrate diversity 

through  tolerance and attitudes towards different 

religious, 

PE—Athletics/ Sports Day practice Y5

Can I throw balls, shots and howlers with increasing accuracy 

and strength?

Can I regulate my speed and stamina for longer distance running 

and sprints?

Can I perform jumps of increasing height and length?

RRS: Article 31 Every child has the right to relax,  play and take 

part in a wide range of cultural and artistic activities.

Computing - using video editing software

We will be using Microsoft Movie Maker and other 

software to create and edit videos.

Can I import media into the software?

Can I use the timeline to layout the movie?

Can I add effects to the movie?

Can I add titles, credits  and sound file to my movie?

Can I explain how to stay safe online?

Art - How does the human body change with age? 

Portraiture

We will be looking at selfies and  explaining the meaning of  a 

“selfie” and  how portraiture has evolved over time? We will 

develop  awareness of composition, scale and proportion in my 

drawing? We also aim to answer the following questions:

Can I use my knowledge of the colour wheel to create the 

desired composition using a variety of mark making techniques?.  

Can I use ICT to photograph and manipulate an artwork? 

Can I give and receive feedback on discussing and reviewing my 

final outcome in a kind and courteous manner?

Y5’s Big History Question : How has Islam shaped the world? 

Music - Music and the Mind 

Key Question: IS MUSIC GOOD FOR US? 

Can discuss  how music make us ‘feel’ and how we can  

‘use’ music to help our mental state? ‘Is there such a 

thing as ‘bad’ music?’

RRS: 31: Every child has the right to rest, relax, play 

and to take part in cultural and creative activities.


